
“Proteus” Analysis 

Proteus is a 3D, open world, exploration game created by Ed Key and David Kanaga. Players 

explore a procedurally generated island, freely travelling across the landscape. It uses minimalistic, 

pixilated artwork and a soundtrack that changes based on the player’s surroundings and observations. 

The game’s primary aesthetics are Discovery and Sense Pleasure. 

In Proteus, the only controls made available to the player are for movement and observation. 

Players wander around and explore an island that changes with each play session. As they do so, they 

will find that the game’s audio is heavily dependent upon their surroundings. The background music 

shifts based on season, elevation, and nearby items. Running into (or past) certain items can create a 

musical sound, and watching birds fly or critters scurry around will trigger other soundtrack elements. 

The game is designed as a combined visual-and-audio exploration experience. The player spends the 

majority of the game searching to find interesting scenery, music, sounds, and interactions. As the game 

progresses, seasons will pass: the island changes from spring into summer, then summer to fall. When it 

finally turns to winter, the game will end after another brief period of exploration. 

The procedurally generated world is a very important mechanic in Proteus. Every time someone 

launches the game, they will be placed into a world unique to that play session; no two iterations are 

exactly the same. Generally, this helps create a dynamic of having a new, exciting world to explore every 

time you play. This, in turn, strengthens the discovery aesthetic – players want to explore each new 

world and discover interesting scenery and game elements. Unfortunately, the mechanic sometimes 

fails to result in this intended dynamic. While each island is unique, it is composed of very similar, large 

sections of land. After your first play-through, exploration can feel less like new discovery and more like 

re-discovery, finding the new locations of things you have already found in previous last playthroughs. 

This re-discovery dynamic also helps strengthen the discovery aesthetic, but not quite as powerfully as 

the new, exciting world dynamic. Still, the randomization does help the player find things he/she may 

have missed in previous playthroughs, and the two resulting dynamics manage to mix things up just 

enough to deliver on the discovery aesthetic. 

The Passing Day-Night Mechanic in conjunction with the Seasons Mechanic creates a living 

landscape dynamic. The day-night mechanic is quickly paced; an entire day-night cycle only takes about 

five or ten minutes. During the day-time, critters are out, bouncing around, and the music is bright and 

lively. During the night, the music becomes more peaceful, stars light up the sky, and a different set of 

creatures (lightning bugs, owls, etc) can be seen throughout the landscape. The entire world changes, 

and the game’s atmosphere shifts with it. The Seasons mechanic is less straight forward. The game 

starts in spring. During the night, players can enter into a spinning collection of lights and the game will 

advance to the next season. Each season differs significantly from the others. Spring has colorful trees 

and blossoms, with some critters running around and a few birds in the sky; the music is relatively 

bright. Summer has green trees, a different, more varied set of plants, and a much larger variety of 

animals; the music is richer than that of spring and remains cheerful. In the fall, trees turn brown and 

purple. The grass is yellow, and animals become less prominent. The music darkens, becoming more 

somber, until finally, in winter, fog covers the landscape and the view distance is decreased. The trees 



have no leaves, and there are few, if any, animals to be seen. The music changes to an eerie, mysterious 

tone. Together, the day-night mechanic, the seasons mechanic, and (to a lesser extent) the procedurally 

generated world combine to create a powerful living landscape dynamic. The world is always changing, 

the landscape, scenery, and music are constantly cycling between day and night, and each new season is 

accompanied by a dramatic shift in atmosphere. This dynamic helps deliver on the discovery aesthetic – 

giving the player a world that feels alive and interesting to explore. To a lesser extent, the shifting audio 

and visual scenery also help further the sense pleasure aesthetic, though they, in themselves, are not 

enough to fully realize it. 

As stated earlier, the only controls available to the player are movement and observation based. 

By removing all other forms of interaction, the player is forced into the role of observer. They spend 

their time focusing on the world around them, rather than tasks that they have to perform. This is not to 

say, however, that the player has no effect on the world. The world reacts to the player’s presence – if 

the player approaches some critters, they may hide, scurry off, or fly away. If the player runs past an 

object, it may play a small musical note. And if the player watches the night sky from certain locations, 

the stars and colors may change with the music. This kind of influence allows for an exploration deeper 

than simply looking at the nearby scenery. While still playing the role of an observer, the player can 

discover new actions and events that occur based on what they’re observing, and from where they’re 

doing so. 

It is worth looking more deeply into the mechanics affecting music and sound. As the player 

explores, the background music will change according to the player’s surroundings. In higher areas, it 

fades out into a quiet wind – in lower, more clustered areas, it is lively and full. Rain is accompanied by a 

collection of rolling bells and chimes, and each season has its own style of music; spring and summer are 

happy and cheerful, fall is more somber, and winter is mysterious. This mechanic creates a dynamic 

which provides a base-level connection between the game’s audio and the player’s location. Alone, 

however, it would not be enough to deliver on the sense pleasure aesthetic – a few other elements 

must come together first. Wandering the world, the player will find a variety of objects (critters, stones, 

birds, flowers, etc), and many of them will create sound. Some animals make noises and chirps as they 

stand, and quietly hide when the player comes too close. Critters create a musical note as they scurry 

about, and some rocks do the same as you pass them by. Objects in game react to the player’s presence 

by playing sounds that blend nicely into the game’s audio landscape. Finally, observing certain objects 

from particular locations can lead to interesting anomalies. In spring, for example, looking at the night 

sky from within a small ring of statues causes a dramatic music change, while the stars grow and shrink, 

pulsing alongside the new sound. With these mechanics, an audio driven exploration dynamic is created: 

exploration is motivated by a desire to discover new sounds and interesting music, rather than simply 

looking for undiscovered physical landscapes and features. Together, the audio-based dynamics help 

form the sense pleasure and discovery aesthetics. Player’s play Proteus to explore, but they are trying to 

discover more than just a physical landscape; they’re looking to discover new, beautiful, or interesting 

sounds as well. 


